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Up-Coming Presentations  
 
December 4 – Annual Holiday Luncheon, Union Club 
How I Came to Possess Meares Island 
Presenter:  Dr. Barry Gough  
 

  
 
Image of map showing Port Cox provided by Barry Gough. 
 
Dr. Gough’s latest work Possessing Meares Island, links early 
maritime history, Indigenous land rights, and modern 
environmental advocacy in the Clayoquot Sound region.  The 
author begins with a dramatic epoch of BC's coastal history 
when the Nuu-chah-nulth nations spearheaded the maritime sea 
otter trade, led by powerful chiefs like Wickaninnish and 
Maquinna. Eventually, Meares Island declines into an economic 
backwater due to overhunting the sea otter, the bloody 
Clayoquot War of 1855, and most importantly, the proxy of 
empire--the Hudson's Bay Company--establishing colonial roots 
in nearby Victoria. Caught up in the tides of change, the Oregon 
Treaty of 1846 ushers in a new era as the island is officially 
declared property of the British Crown. 
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VHS Meetings 
 
 4th Thursday of the month 
(September – May) 7:30 pm. 
Presentations begin at 8 pm.  
James Bay New Horizons, 234 
Menzies Street, Victoria.   
 
Meetings will be in-person, if 
permitted, though venues may 
set limits on numbers.  
 
Members will be informed of 
protocols/changes by e-mail. 
 
Website:  
www.victoriahistoricalsociety.
bc.ca 
Or visit us on Facebook. 
Or find Victoria Historical 
Society BC at youtube.com 
  
	
	

Barry Gough will reflect 
on the “Meares Island 
case,” commenced in1985, 
that started his journey and 
ends in 2021 with personal 
perspectives on the 
currents of change that 
have swept our coastal 
shores and the dramatic 
epoch including a 
momentous triumph for 
Indigenous rights.  
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About this Issue 
 
Up-coming Victoria Historical  
Society presentations are featured in 
this issue of the VHS Newsletter. 
 
Several recent books of local interest,  
including two by up-coming VHS 
presenters, are profiled on pages 4 – 
6. 
 
The feature article, p. 7 – 9, takes a 
look at some of the extreme weather 
events that have happened in our 
region in years past. 
 
Raise a glass to VHS member Wayne 
Norton!  His article about the historic 
Fernie-Fort Steel brewery has been 
published in the journal of Brewery 
History (Winter 2020, Number 185).  
 
While researching Fernie at War:  
1914-1919, Wayne came across 
several topics he felt should be 
explored further.  “Judicious Control 
of the Malt Product:  Albert Mutz in 
Coal Country” covers one such 
subject.  A full collection of these 
Fernie-area topics will be published 
next year. 

 
 
Brewery History articles are not 
available on-line until three years 
after publication, but interested VHS 
members may get in touch with 
Wayne:  wnorton1@shaw.ca  
 
   
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

January 27, 2022  
Canada’s Residential School Legacy  
Ry Moran (Associate University Librarian – 
Reconciliation, University of Victoria)  
 
Join Ry Moran for a discussion on the origins, 
history and present-day ramifications of Canada’s 
residential school system.   In this presentation, Ry 
will draw from extensive first-hand experience at 
both the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and 
the National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation. 
  
Our presenter is an Indigenous leader who guided the 
creation of a national archive that includes thousands 
of stories from residential school survivors.  He is 
the inaugural associate university librarian – 
reconciliation at the University of Victoria, where his 
role is to help further educate and inform Canadians 
about the importance of memory and Indigenous 
knowledge in the national journey to reconciliation. 
The position is the first of its kind at a Canadian 
university.  

Ry Moran, a member of the Red River Métis and 
founding director of the National Centre for Truth 
and Reconciliation (NCTR) at the University of 
Manitoba, grew up in Victoria and graduated from 
UVic in 2002 with a bachelor’s degree in political 
science and history. 

 

Photo provided by Ry Moran. 
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February 24, 2022 
Building a Movement:  A Story of Women’s Suffrage in British Columbia 
Dr. Lara Campbell, (Professor, Simon Fraser University)  
 
Suffragists in British Columbia built a thriving movement for women’s political equality between 
the 1880s and 1917. Based on international co-operation, creative tactics, and powerful debate, 
the provincial suffrage movement envisioned a future built on equality even as it was shaped by 
policies of racial exclusion. The success and failures of the movement remain with us in the 
present, as we assess the powerful political legacies of the suffrage fight for greater freedom and 
equality.  Lara Campbell’s recent book, A Great Revolutionary Wave:  Women and the Vote in 
British Columbia was published by UBC Press in 2020. 
 

   
Photo and image provided by Lara Campbell 

 
 
March 24, 2022 
Victoria Unbuttoned: A Writer’s Journey By The Redlight  

 Linda Eversole 
  
From the establishment of Fort Victoria, the story of BC’s capital city includes a long history of 
prostitution. Little has been written on the lives of the women themselves—some of the most 
enterprising women in Victoria’s past whose stories have been relegated to judgmental 
newspaper headlines. In her presentation historian Linda Eversole will offer a deeper look at 
these women’s lives, from the mid-nineteenth century to the First World War and through the 
moral reform movement. 
 

    

See page 4 for more information about Linda 
Eversole’s latest book, Victoria Unbuttoned:  
A Red Light History of BC’s Capital City. 
 
 
 
Photo provided by Linda Eversole. 
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Curl Up with a Good Book! 
 

West Coast winter weather gives VHS members the perfect excuse to dive into a good book. The 
holiday season provides the impetus to give gifts to friends and family members – and books 
make wonderful gifts.  If another reason to buy a new book is needed, give a thought to those 
local booksellers who are still recovering from the past two difficult years.   
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Possessing Meares Island: A Historian’s Journey into the 
Past of Clayoquot Sound 
by Barry Gough  
 
256 pages, 23 black and white photos and maps. Hardback. 
Published 13 November, 2021, by Harbour Publishing. 
$ 36.95.  ISBN 978-1-55017-957-6    
 
Copies (purchase by cheque only) available at VHS 
December lunch meeting. 
 
See page 1 for more information about this book and the 
December 4, 2021 VHS program. 
	

Victoria Unbuttoned: A Red-Light History of BC’s Capital City 
by Linda J. Eversole 
 
BC’s capital city has had a long history of prostitution. But little 
has been written on the lives of the women themselves—some of 
the most enterprising women in Victoria’s past. The author takes 
a deeper look at these women’s lives. 
 
Story by story, from the fur trade, through confederation, waves 
of immigration, and attempts at reform and legislation, Eversole 
uncovers those who made a living, and in some cases a fortune, 
from the world’s oldest profession. 
  
With accompanying maps and historical photos, new research, 
and the support of the descendants of some of her subjects, 
Eversole presents a nuanced, human series of portraits that 
enhances our understanding of this important strand of the city’s 
history.   
 
See page 3 for details about the author’s up-coming VHS 
presentation on March 24, 2022. 
	

Linda J. Eversole is a writer and 
historian with a long and varied career 
in research, heritage preservation and 
museums. Stella: Unrepentant Madam, 
her biography of Victoria bordello 
owner Stella Carroll, was published in 
2005. She lives in Victoria, BC. 
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From VHS member Nick Russell 
  
 

 
 
 
The book is available at the Villa gift-shop on Saturday mornings, Heart Pharmacy in Fairfield, 
and Bolen's Books.   
 
Nick reminds VHS members that his 2020 book, Victoria Then & Now is still available at local 
booksellers. 
  

 

 
 

	 	

Our Happy Home: Ross Bay Villa, Past Present 
Future was produced by a team of devoted 
volunteers. The whole package was then designed 
and put together by Victoria graphic designer, 
Lara Minja, of Lime Design.  
 
Lara has been specializing in historical material, 
such as Larry McCann's Imagining Uplands and 
Michael Layland's trilogy on early BC exploring 
and mapping, plus several fabulous Canadian 
stamps, and BC Museum publications. 
 
 Our Happy Home traces the history of the 1865 
house, and documents the meticulous 20-year 
process of restoration – almost all by volunteers, 
many with highly sophisticated skills.  In the 
process, the house – on the verge of demolition – 
morphed into a heritage house museum, 
welcoming visitors. (During the Covid shut-down, 
some work continued inside and the garden 
volunteers never missed a beat. A pop-up gift-shop 
helped the interrupted revenue stream.)    
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From	VHS	member	Ken	Sudhues	
	

		
 
The completely revised This Old House, Volume 3, (TOH3) published this past August, covers 
Rockland, but also includes five other neighbourhoods: Burnside, Harris Green, Hillside-Quadra, 
North Park, and Oaklands. Each neighbourhood has its own history, look, and feel. Some are (or 
were) well-heeled and others are humbler, but they all have their own stories to tell. 
 
Comprising 312 pages, richly illustrated with 780 images, both modern and archival, TOH3 
provides architectural analysis and social histories of the 185 designated and registered heritage 
structures within those six neighbourhoods. It also represents many thousand volunteer hours of 
research, consultation, coordination, and production. 
 
This hefty book also shows us what has been lost: more than 350 photos and histories of 385 
buildings either demolished or much altered. These images help us see what the neighbourhoods 
used to look like before the city grew and modernized over them, turning some pioneer 
residential areas into swaths of industrial or commercial buildings.  
 
TOH3 is a rich combination of photos, history, and glimpses into the lives of the builders and 
occupants of these structures - some grand, some very modest - but all of them "home" to past 
generations. 
 
Available for $29.95+tax at Munro's, Bolen's, Russell's, and Ivy's, or $30 tax-free through the 
VHF (victoriaheritagefoundation.ca), TOH3 is a must-have for anyone interested in Victoria’s 
built residential and neighbourhood heritage. 

Mention the term "heritage house" in 
Victoria, and most people's thoughts will 
likely turn to the Rockland 
neighbourhood, its fine mansions with 
their stellar views and encompassing 
gardens, but there is much more to the 
city's heritage than that.  
 
Originally published in 1979 then 
continuing with regular and expanding 
revisions since 1999, the This Old House 
series of books, produced by the Victoria 
Heritage Foundation (VHF) for the City of 
Victoria, has shone a spotlight on the city's 
heritage homes in more and greater detail 
with each reprint. 
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Feature Article: A Wild Coast Indeed 
 

by Britta Gundersen-Bryden 
 

Climate scientists and, increasingly, local, regional and national decision makers, note 
that extreme weather events will occur more frequently as the global climate changes.  The media 
has been full of news and analysis related to the UN’s COP26 meeting on climate change this 
November.  The public is reminded that weather and climate are not the same, though the latter 
(the long-term patterns) has an impact on the former (short-term events).  However, it is local 
weather events that demonstrate what may lie ahead.  For example, relentless rain in parts of 
British Columbia this autumn brought massive flooding, road and rail line closures, mudslides, 
agricultural devastation and, sadly, loss of life.  

 
Along with climate change has come a change in vocabulary, with some old terms being 

up-dated and some new ones being added.  Indigenous peoples of Peru knew about the effects of 
Pacific Ocean currents long before the Spanish mariners coined the term El Niño at the end of the 
nineteenth century and European researchers added La Niña in 1923.  A pineapple express (an 
expression first used by West Coast weather forecasters in the late 1970s) is one example of an   
atmospheric river (a more scientific term that came into use in the 1990s).  Heat dome made its 
debut in local media this past summer but the term appeared in the New York Times in 2011.  
Much of North America was hit by a polar vortex in the winter of 2013/2014 but that term dates 
back to 1853. 

 
Any mention of extreme weather or longer-term conditions such as drought generates 

comments such as “I remember ice skating at Panama Flats.”  “My dad used to ice skate at 
Beacon Hill Park.”  “My grandparents came to the Island from the bone-dry Prairies in the ’30s.”  

 
At the top of the “I remember” list for many VHS members will be the December 1996 

snow storm.   More than 65 cms of snow fell on December 29th alone, breaking not only a city 
record but the one-day snowfall records of Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal.  Locals were no more 
prepared in 1996 than they had been in February 1916, when more than 46 inches fell over two 
days and drifts reaching twelve feet high were reported on the Saanich Peninsula.  In both cases, 
the military was called out to help keep vital transportation routes open. 
 

   
 
(left) Soldier making his way through snow in downtown Victoria 1916.  PR-106-2010-050-898 
(right) Fort Street after 1916 the snow storm.  PR-167-1981-019-059b. Both images: Saanich Archives. 
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(left) Sidney and Victoria Railway , crossing at Rogers farm, Agnes Street, snow storm of 1916. PR-175-178-003-
005, Saanich Archives 
(right) Snowstorm (29) December 1996 – Monterey Ave. by the Fire Hall.  Photo 2012-001-147, Oak Bay Archives 

        
Victoria has experienced plenty of heavy and prolonged rainfall and at least one full-fledged 

flood, as the 1935 images below attest.  However, it was the deluge of almost 50 mm on November 
14, 2021 that broke the previous record, set in 1981.   
 
 

    
 
(left) Marigold Road Ferry during the January 1935 flood.  PR-0252-M09281, City of Victoria Archives 
(right) Flooded stores at the N.W. corner of Belmont Road and Haultain Street during a Jauuary 1935 flood.   
PR-0252-M05836, City of Victoria Archives   
 

Our city has had its share of wind storms, as anyone in Victoria this autumn can testify. 
On December 15, 2006, 100 km/h winds devasted Vancouver’s Stanley Park and peaked at 
124km/h in Victoria.  The wind storm of October 12, 1962 also flattened swaths of Stanley Park 
and brought sustained winds of 90 km/h to Victoria, along with gusts up to 145 km/h. 
 

At the end of December 1965, a mighty Pacific storm struck the entire West Coast.  The 
Daily Colonist reported that floods hit Oregon and Northern California.  Snow fell from Port 
Hardy to Victoria.  The rarely-used red and black “whole gale” flag was raised atop the 
Telephone Building in San Francisco and there were similar warnings north along 600 miles of 
coast, as “winds up to 100 miles an hour were accompanied by rain and heavy snow.” 
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Lack of rain, localized drought and heat have brought crop failures and devastating fires 

to the wider region.   
 
The most devastating fire in North America in the 20th century was dubbed “The Big Burn.”   

More than 3 million acres across British Columbia, Washington, Idaho and Montana were charred.  
In the second half of the 20th century, British Columbia had two, one or even zero major fires each 
decade.  Things have changed in the 21st century.  Between 2020 and 2021, seven million acres 
were burned in California alone. British Columbia experienced serious fire seasons in 2003, 2009, 
2010, 2014, 2017 and 2018.  Then came the summer of 2021, with the burning of Lytton and the 
mass evacuations of whole communities in the interior and the north.  

 
Where there is fire there is often smoke; in fact, the smoke can drift far beyond the fire 

zone itself.  For example, on August 15, 2018, one local headline proclaimed “BC – worst air 
quality in North America” (DH News, August 14, 2018). Even if Vancouver Island may have 
escaped the worst of the fires, smoke has often turned the sky orange and the air acrid.   
 

Victoria area settlers began recording high and low temperatures in 1874.  It will not 
surprise readers that the high point (noted at the Gonzales Point weather station) was recorded on 
June 28, 2021, when the temperature hit 39.8C (that is 103.6F, for those who compare extreme 
temperatures to those of their youth).     

 
Low temperatures – and hazardous conditions like icy roads and sidewalks, power 

outages and frozen pipes) don’t always come with snow; the lowest recorded temperature came 
in December 1968, when it fell to -15.6C (or 4F).      
 

   
 

2010     2013 
Low temperatures often mean that the fountain on the front lawn of the Legislature freezes.   

Photos by author. 
 

Victoria is no stranger to extreme weather events but all indicators are that our Wild West 
Coast will become even more so as the global climate changes.  
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Council Members   2020 – 2021  
 
Executive  
President: Paul Ferguson 250-415-3985 
V. P.: John Lutz jlutz@uvic.ca  
Treasurer: Ronald Greene 250-812-5104  
Secretary: Michael Halleran 250-382-0837  
Membership, Publicity & Distribution:  
Frances Aknai faknai@shaw.ca   
 
Members-at-Large  
Jack Bryden (Past-President) 
Jenny Clayton 
Kathryn McAllister 
Wayne Norton 
Jenny Seeman 
 
VHS is a non-profit charitable organization 
and may issue tax receipts for donations. 
 
 
Call for VHS Newsletter Submissions 
 
Members are encouraged to submit articles,  
photos and story ideas related to local, 
regional or provincial history to the VHS 
Newsletter.  Authors should credit sources 
and are responsible for obtaining any required 
permission for use of photographs and 
images.  
 
Authors retain copyright of submitted or 
published materials. 
 
The editor, Britta Gundersen-Bryden, may be 
reached at bgbryden@gmail.com  
 
Please note that email addresses and urls (i.e.,  
web site addresses or links) may not work 
directly from the pdf version of the VHS 
Newsletter.   
 
It may be necessary to key in the email 
address or url directly or to do a google 
search for the organization or publication. 
 
	

Notes and News 
 
To the Editor: 
 
I much enjoyed Jack Bryden’s article in the 
last issue of the Newsletter that recounted 
the story of the initial attempts to defend 
Victoria and Esquimalt from attack by 
Russian warships. Those who share our 
interest in this, perhaps arcane, aspect of our 
local history might care to refer to an article 
I wrote for Resolution, the Journal of the 
Maritime Museum of BC, 2009 issue. My 
title was “Protecting a key Imperial 
outpost”, and it continues from where Jack’s 
piece left off — subsequent activities, 
mainly by specialist officers from the Royal 
Engineers, who reconnoitred, surveyed, and 
designed a proper system of coastal defences 
including Fort Rodd Hill, and even the story 
of an American spy who came to check-out 
the work-in-progress. Those unable to 
access that back number of the journal can 
contact me for a photo copy of the article. 
Alternatively, I retold much of the story in 
chapter 20 of my book The Land of Heart's 
Delight published in 2013 and still available. 
 
Michael Layland 
 
 
 
 
 
Meetings 
 
Since September 2020, the Victoria 
Historical Society has held its monthly 
meetings via Zoom.   
 
Members will be informed as soon as 
possible regarding the format of the up-
coming meetings.  
 
	


